


The UNIQUE wrapping machine introduces a new era in the
wrapping world. If you choose UNIQUE, you save a lot! In
effect, UNIQUE costs much less than half of a similar featured
machine, above all in terms of the possible wrapping dimensions
and with the same type of flow-pack sealing. UNIQUE can also
realise, different from other machines, packets of unlimited length.

UNIQUE is a great invention: the reel, the adjustable confor-
mer, the feed and sealing rollers and the group “crimp and seal”
form an only rotating unit that allows to use the machine and to
load products in different horizontal, diagonal or even vertical
positions, providing endless range of uses and applications.

UNIQUE is a machine fully synchronized with the operator.The
loading of the product is automatically activating its forward
moving and the film unwinding.The operator does not have to
run after the machine working but it is the machine adapting
itself to the operator.

UNIQUE is equipped with an easy and very intuitive display,
type touch-screen, designed and developed by the R & D ITAL-
DIBIPACK, for the most simple and fast setting and regulation of
the different working parameters, controlled and operated
through a PLC unit.

UNIQUE can be equipped with a series of accessories to
extend its applications. Useful devices to work with PE and PE
combined with EXTRUDED NET are not standard.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS UNIQUE UNIQUE S

Power supply 220V - 1 Ph 220V – 1 Ph
Maximum power required 3 kW 3 kW
Dimensions (LxWxH) 750x1000x1400 mm 1500x750x1200 mm
Machine weight 300 kg 350 kg
Minimum bag dimensions 10x10x0 mm 10x 10 x 0 mm
Maximum bag dimensions unlimitedx300x180 mm unlimitedx300x180 mm
Maximum roll width 700 mm 700 mm
Output 5 / 20 p.p.m. 25 / 30 p.p.m.

(both versions can be equipped with a wide number of additional options and accessories for the widest extensions of their applica-
tions, like for instance the photocell for the automatic detection of the product length; the kit for working with PE film; and more again)


